A new method was proposed for improving the performance in detecting passing persons with high accuracy and high stability in the background subtraction algorithm. The method, Improved Background Quick Updater (IBQU), was structured by combining with an inter-frame subtraction method and a mode image method. The excellent performance of the proposed method was achieved by changing the background according to state of the passing person detection. Additional feedback loop with a switch dramatically improved the performance in detecting a stopping person. The proposed method was successfully applied to detect a person walking, stopping halfway and walking again.
Introduction
The need for securing safety in a crowded public space has been increasing in recent years. Large number of security cameras have already installed into those places and they help us to detect and/or to trace persons with suspicious behaviors. There have been proposed many methods for the detection and the tracking (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Most of them used one-by-one recognition strategy, that is, a person was separately detected by finding the human shape in a scene, then his/her behavior was analyzed during the tracking of the person. In those methods, the extraction of persons as the moving human shapes was essential. Actually, they often adopted background subtraction techniques for the extraction (6) (7) (8) (9) . The background subtraction techniques, however, had insufficient performance, especially in updating the background. Simple updating with a weighted mean yielded inaccurate subtraction (10) (11) and slow one systematic error due to daily illumination change. On the assumption that background was observed with the highest frequency, the algorithm using the mode value image in a time window gave us the best background (12) (13) . Unfortunately, the assumption was not satisfied in a crowded situation, and the mode image gave us false background. Longer time window made more accurate backgrounds, but the slower updating. Thus, there was a kind of limitation in performance for us to use the mode value image as the background. In order to improve the performance beyond the limitation, we have proposed a method (BQU) (14) with high speed background updating. The method used an inter-frame subtraction technique, where pixels having the same value in sequential two frames were regarded as part of background. The method worked well in the crowded situation and was extended to the new method (DDBM) (14) for detecting different behavior person from the majority. In the point of view of suspicious behavior analysis, we also had to detect who stopped in the crowd. Unfortunately, stopping persons were regarded as part of background in our definition above.
A new algorithm has been required to detect the stopping persons in the crowd.
Here, we propose a new background subtraction method, Improved Background Quick Updater (IBQU), for detecting stopping persons as well. This method is a combination of the BQU and the mode image method, and has both fidelity from the former and stability from the latter in producing the background image. The proposed method produces two background images and switches them according to raising up and down the detection. Some feedback loops with a simple assumption enable the method to detect a stopping person in the crowd.
In this paper, we describe the principle and the procedures of the proposed method. Some experimental results are also shown.
Methodology
The proposed method IBQU is a combination of our former method BQU and the mode image method. By combining the two methods, each defect was compensated by each other, and moving human shapes are extracted more accurately and stably.
The Mode Image Method
In the background subtraction, to estimate the background from observed images is very essential. In a fixed camera system, the background such as floor and/or wall is most frequently observed, even if there are many persons moving. This means that the pixel-by-pixel mode value in a large number of sequentially captured images is the best estimator as the background. The performance of the method depends on the number N of the captured images. We refer the number N as length of time window for calculating the mode value. For obtaining the mode value, we have to produce, to keep and to update a pixel-by-pixel density histogram of RGB color vector. The color vector is expanded to a scalar C as
where, R, G, and B are 8-bit pixel values.
Since the method has an integral characteristic, the mode value does not change rapidly. Actually, a longer time window produces a slower change of the mode value, i.e. more stable background. It gives us very accurate and noiseless subtraction for a short time event such as passing a person. A stopping person is also detected during a comparable time period about the time window.
While giving the stability, the integral characteristic also gives us weak points. Increase or decrease of ambient brightness due to, for example, human movements may、 give apparent change in the subtraction result. The apparent change also appears in a crowded situation, in which passing persons cover almost the floor and/or the wall in a scene.
Background Quick Updating
Our former method BQU is based on the inter-frame subtraction. It is characterized by its high speed background updating on the definition that a pixel having almost the same color vector in a sequential two frames is a part of the background not passing persons. Figure 1 shows the processing flow of the method, where A t-1 and A t are successive images captured at t-1 and t, respectively, and S a switch for rewriting the background pixel value. The switch S is closed (ON) i.e. the background is updated when the Manhattan distance M h in the RGB feature space between of pixel values at the same position (x, y) less than 3 as
On the other hand, when the Manhattan distance is equal to or greater than 3, the switch S is opened (OFF) and the background is not updated.
The background subtraction is made between present observation A t (x, y) and existing background B g (x,y). The difference between them is evaluated by the Euclidian distance E d , and binary output F g (x,y) is obtained as
where, T is a threshold for the detection of moving persons. Since the method, BQU, has a differential characteristic in its background updating process, the systematic error due to such as change of ambient brightness is removed from the background. Actually, BQU gives us faithful human shape without the shadow of foot. On the other hand, the quick updating may cause salt and pepper noise in resultant shape of a passing person wearing uniform color clothe such as a black suit. This weak point comes from the specification that BQU regards a pixel as a part of the background when the same color is observed at the pixel in two successively captured images. A passing person is detected well, but he/she will be soon evaporated after his/her stopping.
Improved Background Quick Updating
In order to improve the performance in detecting passing persons with high accuracy and high stability without noise, we combine the mode image method and BQU. Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed method IBQU. The method acts as BQU when no person is detected, and once a moving human shape is detected it acts as the mode image method (MODE). The action is changed back when no person is detected. In (x,y) N-1 earlier values at the same position, MODE(x,y) the mode value for the N previous observations, B g1 (x,y) and B g2 (x,y) the background candidates, and F g (x,y) the binary output as extracted human shape. Switch S 1 is normally opened but closed when the present and the previous observations are almost the same, and the background candidate B g1 (x,y) is updated as shown in eq.(2). Switch S 2 is normally connected to B g1 (x,y) side, but changing to B g2 (x,y) side when the moving human shape is detected as
The last switch S 3 is for suppressing the update of B g2 (x,y), and is normally closed but opened when F g (x,y) becomes 1.
When a person is passing, the person is firstly detected by the BQU action, then the MODE action takes over the subtraction processing. It is important that only pixels detected by the BQU action are processed by the MODE action. Thus, the detection by BQU action prevents the MODE action from pulling in the systematic error due to such as change of ambient brightness. If the person stops for a long time, image of the person is slowly merged into B g2 (x,y) and the difference E d (A t (x,y), B g2 (x,y)) falls below the threshold. Feedback loop using S 3 prevents this stopping person diminishing by fixing B g2 (x,y).
Experiments
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, IBQU, a stopping person was observed by a fixed camera. The performance was quantitatively compared with those of the mode image method, MODE, and of our former method, BQU, respectively.
The performances were evaluated from the point of view of the connectivity of a 3D trace model produced by projecting the extracted human shape into a spatiotemporal space. Well connected 3D trace model helps us to track a person in a crowd and to analyze the person's behavior. Figures 3 (a) -(c) show a human model moving in a scene captured by a fixed camera. These movements are projected into a spatiotemporal space and a 3D trace model is produced as shown in Fig.3 (d) . We assume a situation in which a person walks at a constant speed, stops halfway, and starts moving again. The constant speed person walking makes a straight pipe in the spatiotemporal space with an inclination angle to the time axis, but the standing person makes pipe parallel to the time axis. We see that the extracted human shape processed by BQU included salt and pepper noise due to spatially uniform color clothes, and was not able to keep stopping person. On the other hand, MODE gave us the shape clearly without the noise while the person walking. Unfortunately, the method was also failed to keep extracting the shape of stopping person beyond the length of the time window in which the mode image was generated. In this situation, the standing person was already merged in the background. Therefore, a shadow of the person remained at the stopping position as shown in Fig. 4 (c) on the right end. The proposed method IBQU clearly extracted the person shape as well as MODE, and succeeded to keep the shape faithfully beyond the time window. It also succeeded to decrease quickly the shadow at the stopping position. Thus, the proposed method IBQU has high accuracy, high stability and high faithfulness. In order to evaluate those performances quantitatively, we prepared manually extracted human shapes as shown in Figs. 5. These images were regarded as the truths in calculating the precision P r and the recall R e as shown in eq. (5) with the definitions listed in Table 1 , where, a human shape in the truth has TP + FP pixels, but a method gives us TP + FN Those results obviously clarify that the method IBQU has the highest performance among the methods in precision and recall. Figures 7 (a) -(c) show the 3D spatiotemporal model generated by BQU, MODE and IBQU, separately, where white arrows indicate person stopping. The model connectivity was well achieved in the result processed by IBQU, though they were broken in those processed by BQU and by MODE, respectively. This helps us to analyze behavior precisely of a passing person, even if he or she stops.
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Results and Discussion
Conclusions
We proposed a new background subtraction method, IBQU, for tracking a person in the crowd with high accuracy and high stability. The proposed method was a combination of the mode image method, MODE, and our former method, Fig.6 Change of the precision and the recall of the methods IBQU, MODE, and BQU. BQU. The MODE had an integral characteristic and gave us very stable background, but it yielded a systematic error due to slower update of the background. On the contrary, BQU was based on an inter-frame subtraction and had a differential characteristic in updating the background. It gave us faithful human shape without the shadow of foot, but caused salt and pepper noise in the shape. By combining them, IBQU achieved high accuracy and high stability at a time. Additional feedback loop enabled us to keep extracting a person stopping for a long time. The continuity of the 3D spatiotemporal model for a passing person was dramatically improved by IBQU, even if the person stopped on the way.
The performance evaluation of the proposed method in a crowded environment and the accompanying improvements are future tasks. Applying IBQU to a system that tracks a passing person, creates a spatiotemporal model of the person, and analyzes the behavior is also subject for a future study. 
